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ABSTRACT
Generation Y, or more commonly known as Millennials (born from 1981-1996) seamlessly blend the
digital realm with the physical world, as a result of adolescence in a time when technology was adopted
early on (Dimock, 2019 & Fromm et al, 2013). Research shows that millennials want constant
participation and interactivity to be personally engaged and that millennials are a largely influential,
specifically with family members (Fromm et al, 2013 and Lu et al, 2013). Combining the Millennial
generation's leverage with the topic of climate crisis there is opportunity for current and future generations
to establish better habits early on. By creating a richer augmented reality experience along with an online
magazine, future generations will become more knowledgeable and can build a positive impact linked to
rethinking daily actions of consumption in relation to climate change. The scope of this thesis will
investigate carbon emissions and how consumer choices are interrelated. Research included how to
market to the Millennial generation, an investigation into why and how climate change is occurring, and
what consumers can do to change their habits. Through visual design, I will explore augmented reality
technology incorporated with an online magazine, callout graphics, and overlaying motion graphic
animations. This solution will inform the audience to rethink daily actions and as a result, mend their
consumption habits.
KEYWORDS - Augmented Reality, Climate Change, Consumption, Environmentalism, Millennials.

PROBLEM STATEMENT
Climate change is a rising problem and individuals are not aware of how a deeper connection
between consumption and climate change is interrelated to their actions.
RESEARCH
It is estimated that millennials “buying power is…$200 billion annually” and this doesn’t take into
account “their strong influence on their parents” (Fromm et al, 2013). This creates an opportunity of
leverage for millennials specifically as they are “digital natives” as a result of growing up with technology
and blending the digital and physical spaces by default (Fromm et al, 2013). Fromm and Garton argue
that for this consumer market “augmented reality technologies [are] shaping the Millennial shopping
experience” and that “they are willing to spend money on things they care about…” (Fromm et al, 2013).
Lu, Bock, and Matthew write that “green consumers…desire…companies engage in green practices” as
well as making products with “eco-friendly…attributes” (Lu et al, 2013). A market research company,
GlobalWebIndex, found that “57% of consumers are willing to pay more for sustainable products” making
this a valuable area to shift our thinking as consumers (Moore, 2019).
The objectives of this thesis investigation is to create awareness, allow the audience to interact
with the research visually, and to change future habits. Awareness will be created through the user
interacting in a learning experience by reading the articles in the magazine and the inclusion of the
augmented reality filters via Instagram. By participating the audience will ultimately face the results of
their habits that they may not have given thought to before.
DESIGN ANALYSIS
The solution (online magazine at https://issuu.com/mariefabozzi/docs/mend_magazine) allows
interaction with the the augmented reality filters (Instagram account at mend.magazine) for the audience
to see how each industry with the highest carbon dioxide emissions relate to them personally. The
industries polluting the most with carbon dioxide emissions include transportation, electric utilities,
chemical, food, beverage, and tobacco, and general (page 9) (Carbon Disclosure Project, 2020). By
drawing this connection when viewing the animations, the viewer can see everyday objects related to car
emissions (page 19), pollution of the environment from industrial processes (page 17), the fossil fuel
industry (page 18), development of the packaging problem (page 17), analyzing the supply chain of
products and their life cycle (page 19), and being mindful of water and food consumption (pages 18 & 19).
The design process was iterative in executing multiple versions of graphics and page layouts until
a final style of limited earth tone color palette was achieved and applied throughout. Imagery was created
for the cover and chapter dividers by brainstorming products consumers could recognize quickly to relate
to each industry causing climate change through carbon dioxide emissions. This was achieved by
collecting products relating to each industry then arranging and scanning the objects to create a
composition. Final selections include tire pieces (page 11), oil from electric transformers (page 11),
harmful chemicals (page 11), packaging waste (page 11), paper, clothing, and plastic bags (page 11). On
the opposite page of the spread, I included callout quotes so the reader can get a glimpse of what will be
in the section or relate directly to a quote such as on the electric utilities chapter (page 12). Within each

section, on the bottom left of the magazine is an indicator of which industry is being discussed for quick
reference as each industry has multiple parts that may seem unrelated at first glance.
Peppered throughout the magazine are layers of information including articles to learn more
about why this is a pressing issue, graphics to highlight startling key facts, and silhouettes of objects to
solidify how the consumer is involved in climate change. Throughout the articles written, I have included
solutions or ways in which we can change out habits within each industry to help create less carbon
dioxide emissions.
The silhouettes create a system to let the audience know when the contents of the page can be
scanned for augmented reality interactions. The target image for the augmented reality hints at what the
animation will be, but encourages exploration and filter usage to clarify how it is related to the topic on the
page. At the end of the magazine, there are resources to help the consumer know how to take action if
they are unsure where to start. On this spread, there is an article about planting a climate victory garden
and suggested places to buy various products that align with the zero waste movement.
Support for interactive augmented reality comes from Stephen Friedman stating that “Millennials
want…constant engagement” and a “participatory sense” (Fromm et al, 2013). Combining Joe Pulizzi’s
assertion that “great content is information that makes people take an action” and Serazio’s claim that
digital content should be more “bite-sized” works well within the augmented reality space as files need to
be compressed to be available to the public (Fromm et al, 2013 and Serazio, 2015). A recent trend online
that I integrated into my animations is creating looping animations to attract interest but not lose the
message to the viewer. Lastly, Serazio suggests that “technological change is remapping…how
millennials think” and “it is reshaping consumers from the inside out” (Serazio, 2015). With this in mind,
augmented reality integrated via Instagram filters is the most opportunistic area to teach Millennials
specifically about how their habits of consumption could be linked to and changed to help protect future
generations from further climate change.
CONCLUSION
With support from multiple professionals, the solution to climate change is to collectively let
companies know how we feel about the unsustainable paths of their products, product life cycles, and that
together, we will have a much greater impact in “convincing companies” (Molina-Besch et al, 2018,
Urbanized, 2011, & Ryan, 2019). Working together as a community toward the same goal, to lessen
climate change will allow us to keep each other accountable throughout our daily habits and create
conscious choices and ultimately, change future habits. My greatest challenge throughout the design
process was creating a system so the viewer of the magazine knows when augmented reality is being
implemented. The resulting system of silhouettes and Instagram augmented reality filters all connect
seamlessly with icons and page numbers to the correlated silhouette. If I were to push this project further
with a larger budget I would include takeaways of environmentally friendly products as reminders. Overall,
the outcome of my thesis is for the consumer to create more conscious decisions after being informed
through exploring the articles, graphics, and participatory augmented reality within the magazine. Mend
Magazine and the contents can create better habits by allowing the viewer to reanalyze and mend
their personal actions in the future shaping new habits in younger generations.
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prompt
problem

Climate change is a rising problem and individuals are not aware of how a
deeper connection between consumption and climate change is interrelated
to their daily actions.

01 . Brief

Marie Fabozzi
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Outcome
solution

Combining the Millennial generation’s leverage in the climate crisis there is
opportunity for current and future generations to establish better habits early on.
By creating a richer augmented reality experience, the audience will walk away
rethinking daily actions of consumption in relation to climate change as a result of
exploring the magazine’s content including articles and animations.

02 . Brief
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objectives
creating
awareness

Awareness will be created
through the user experiencing the
augmented reality and facing the
results of their habits.

03 . Brief

Interacting
with AR Filters
As the audience interacts with the
AR Instagram filter overlaying the
content of Mend Magazine they
will see the connection between
their actions of consumption and
every day objects.

Changing
future habits

Leaving the augmented reality
experience with more knowledge,
the audience will know how to
mend their actions related to
climate change.
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Consumer Habits research
“A 2018 Nielsen survey found
that 73% of consumers would
alter their consumption
habits to reduce their
10
impact on the environment.”
Kevin J. Ryan, staff writer for green business at Inc.com

Within my research I found that there are 5 industries
causing the most harm in the form of carbon dioxide
emissions as shown in the graph above. The chapters of
the magazine are based on these key industries.
04 . Research
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Consumer Habits research
“With scientific and technological
advances this will become easier
and more cost effective, but the
core driver needs to come from
6
...the consumer.”
Tony ibbotson & Peng Chong, authors of eco packaging now

05 . research
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Consumer Habits research
“[We] Need to create a supply chain of
the future that will design, produce,
consume, and reuse our materials in a
manner that is balanced economically
1
and environmentally.”
jack buffington, supply chain executive & author of Recycling myth: disruptive
innovation to improve the environment

06 . research
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Consumer Habits research
”...to unlock the potential of AI for
the environment, five principles...
will be key: facilitating awareness,
collaboration and multi-disciplinary
3
partnerships...”
Benjamin Combes, Jonathan Gillham, and Celine Herwijer,
aUTHORS OF HOW AI CAN ENABLE A SUSTAINBLE FUTURE

07 . research
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Conceptual exploration

Concept 1: layered trash Sculpture with AR

Concept 2: Reclaimed wood sculpture with AR

My first concept looked interesting, texturally, but did not
read well overall. The trash would be a larger installtion
where the viewers could scan the sculpture to see AR facts
overlay the trash. The problem was that there is no easy
way to visually determine the separate areas as most trash,
just looks too similar.

My second concept was to create one sculpture that had
different areas the audience could move around with an
iPad to see the AR come to life with facts about climate
change. The base of this scullpture included resuing
reclaimed wood to have less impact on the environment.

08 . CONCEPT
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Acrylic book Sculpture

Concept 3

objectives

Throughout history, knowledge has been
synonymous with books, but in today’s world,
knowledge is the elements of our daily life. With
each acrylic book representing these 5 industries,
the juxtaposition of materials and AR technology
puts the emphasis on the waste contained from
every day actions with each book.

Scale

Sculpture: 10.5” x 10” x 8”
Acrylic Books: 10” x 8” x 2”

3d Render
09

. CONCEPT
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planning the sculpture
1. Build instructions

1

2

Modeling the sculpture helped me to understand the
physical relationship between each acrylic face before
laser cutting and assembling. This ensured that the pieces
were placed in the correct order after cut to size to create
the book.

2. Cutting acrylic

The template used for laser cutting the acrylic faces of
the books. With a few miscuts, I learned that it’s best to
not have the laser cur one line on top of another as this
makes it cut twice and the final edge is too rough for the
end product.

10 . CONCEPT
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bonding Acrylic

super glue

Caused a discoloration of acrylic when applied
to the .25 inch sheets of acrylic with q-tip.

11

. CONCEPT

acetone

Stress cracks occurred with the application to
.25 inch sheets of acrylic with needle.

acrylic cement
Best results with 0.125 inch sheets of acrylic
applied with needle.

Marie Fabozzi
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Integrating Augmented Reality
ADOBE AERO

The augmented reality
technology tested in this concept
of thesis included using Adobe
Aero to project the graphics
onto the outside of the books
that make up the sculpture so
the viewer can interact with the
objects inside the books and the
facts relating to their actions.

12 . CONCEPT

Marie Fabozzi
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AR Testing Export Resolution

Manual Rasterizing - The above 2 graphics were created in Illustrator
and exported to Photoshop at 300 DPI as a flat image with ~2MB file
size and exported for Adobe Aero integration placed onto the book.

Exporting for Aero - The above 2 graphics were created in Illustrator
and exported to a Photoshop file and then exported from Photoshop
using export for aero function at ~700KB file size.

As I was testing these features on the simplest acrylic book sculpture background, I knew the type would get
completely lost on the busier sculptures that included more colors and multiple objects. I finally decided that
the limitations of Adobe Aero was not a high quality approach to continue moving forward with this concept
for my thesis.
13
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Concept change
With the limitations of Adobe Aero and canellation of the Imagine RIT festival
due to the impacts of COVID-19 in March of 2020, I was forced me to
reimagine a different solution that did not require physical gathering. I chose
to change from a physical sculpture with augmented reality graphics to switch
to an online magazine incorporating the industries in a different way and
integrating Instagram filters for augmented reality. By changing this, more
people can access the information from home and participate through using
Instagram filters.

Mend Magazine
www.issuu.com/mariefabozzi/docs/mend.magazine

Instagram Filters
@mend.magazine
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Visual language
logo

The sharp corners represent how
consumers start the process of thinking
about consumption and the round
corners contrast to show the evolving
thought process of changing daily
actions and creating better habits.

color palette

The limited colors chosen represent
earth tones relating to the overall topic
of climate change.

15

. visual language

#C6C17C

#787350

#9EADC6

#272361

#F8CAA3

#AA775F

#8B8B91

#333333
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Layout
components

3

1. Ar Filters

The silhouettes encourage interacting with
the augmented reality to create a clearer
connection between the object & the viewer.

1

2. Articles

I wrote the article content to allows for the
audience to learn more about the subject
therefore creating awareness. I created
a system of hierarchy by creating a style
including the headline and subheadline type
with the green line to alert the reader when a
new article is beginning.

2

3. Graphics

The supplemental graphics highlight key
facts, relating to the content so the viewers
interest is peaked and they can navigate to
the articles to learn more and ultimately help
the consumer change their behavior.

16
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Final Magazine LayoutS

Table of Contents
The final page layouts combine multiple layers of
information peppered throughout the magazine.
The chapter dividers set a clear division for
the viewer to know what section they are
reading content about and how to relate the AR
animations and key graphics to the industry. The

17 . Magazine layout

Climate Change
content can be viewed at multiple levels such as
skimming the visual graphics for highlights, diving
deeper by reading the content of the articles,
or even further by participating by viewing the
AR animations on a phone to draw a deeper
connection with the content.
Marie Fabozzi
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Final Magazine LayoutS

Transportation
One goal while creating the layouts for the
magazine spreads were to create a visual
system of hierarchy to make the pages easier
to navigate for the reader. The style includes a

18 . Magazine layout

Transportation
restriction to a limited earth tone color palette and
similar treatment of the headlines, subheads, and
negative space applied throughout the magazine.

Marie Fabozzi
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Final Magazine LayoutS

Electric Utilities

19

. Magazine layout

Electric Utilities
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Final Magazine LayoutS

Chemical

20 . Magazine layout

Chemical

Marie Fabozzi
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Final Magazine LayoutS

Food Beverage & Tobacco

21

. Magazine layout

Food Beverage & Tobacco
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Final Magazine LayoutS

Food Beverage & Tobacco

22 . Magazine layout

General
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Final Magazine LayoutS

General

23 . Magazine layout

Sustainable Habits
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Final Magazine LayoutS

Sustainable Habits

24 . Magazine layout

End Notes
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Chapter
Dividers

1

1. Imagery

Products consumers can recognize and
easily relate to the industry are shown on the
left page as scanned collages.

2. Call outS

Quotes about the related industry give the
reader a glimpse into what other information
will be found in the section.

3. Navigation

2

Within each section, there is a quick
reference to the current industry being
explored and a page number to help
guide the user in the AR filter discovery.

3

25 . Magazine layout
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Final Magazine LayoutS

Cover of Magazine

26 . Magazine layout

Transportation Chapter Divider
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Final Magazine LayoutS

Electric Utilities Chapter Divider

27 . Magazine layout

Chemical Chapter Divider
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Final Magazine LayoutS

Food Beverage & Tobacco Chapter Divider

28 . Magazine layout

General Chapter Divider
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Layout Iterations

Cover
Originally, when creating layout designs for the
magazine, I explored color coding the different
industries or creating a system where the user
would know to scan the page for AR animations
by using a colored background, but throughout

29 . Layout Iterations

Cover
the iterative process of creating successful
magazine layouts I found that a more simplistic
approach with white space felt more natural over
the entire magazine.

Marie Fabozzi
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Layout Iterations

Table of Contents
The process became a give and take of balancing
just enough white space to where the readers of
the magazine could focus in on the information
being presented and not to overwhelm them with
the AR animations such as the waves seen on

30 . Layout Iterations

Table of Contents
the right where it isn’t contained and breaks the
border of the finalized box solution for the AR
animations.
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Layout Iterations

Table of Contents

31

. Layout Iterations

Table of Contents
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Layout Iterations

Climate Change

32 . Layout Iterations

Climate Change
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Layout Iterations

Transportation
Other concepts simply did not work with the
requirements to successfully create the AR filters.
For example, the longer target image boxes on
the right within the ‘Personal Use Is Obsolete’ and

33 . Layout Iterations

Transportation
‘What’s the Beef?’ spreads had images that were
far too long for the preferred square image ratio
of Spark AR.
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Layout Iterations

Transportation

34 . Layout Iterations

Electric Utilities
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Layout Iterations

Electric Utilities

35 . Layout Iterations

Electric Utilities
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Layout Iterations

Electric Utilities

36 . Layout Iterations

Electric Utilities
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Layout Iterations

Chemical

37 . Layout Iterations

Chemical
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Graphic Iterations

Transportation
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Graphic Iterations

Transportation

While creating the graphics for this industry, I was
thinking about how I could animate the words seen as
part of the AR filters. Then, I realized stepping back from
my work that most of the visuals I created only read
transportation and that this didn’t add much meaning
or benefit to the reader. After this, I explored other key
phrases that could be more important.
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Graphic Iterations

Electric utilities

When creating these visuals I was still trying to find a
style that would tie together with the rest of the graphics
in the magazine. The repetition of the tiles in ‘unplug’
were originally created so the reader could easily
distinguish between the letters and messaging and the
busier background of the sculpture which eventually
became the chapter dividers imagery. Ultimately, I
decided to go with imagery that evoked the sense of
wind, representing clean energy.
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Graphic Iterations

Chemical

As this was my first iteration of thesis
graphics I intially wanted to convey the
mesage through the weight of the type.
Examples of this shown include the idea
of a yellow overlay to resemble caution
tape, the numbers growing in size when
the number increases, and the boldness
of the characters that represent the
‘million metric tons’ in the graphics.
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Graphic Iterations

Food Beverage & Tobacco

I focused in on a key phrase ‘waste crisis’ that I thought
would alarm and interest the audience to explore this
section further. The problem here is that the designs
were not as uniform as the others and needed to
match a similar style.
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Graphic Iterations

General

These graphics relate to style of exploration as seen
above in the chemical industry with the weight of the
type carrying the message. When working on the later
interpretations of key phrases I was thinking about how
to animate the type over time as part of an AR filter,
specifically in the ‘polyethylene terephthalate’ and ‘a
shift’ visuals.
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Augmented Reality Research
“Augmented reality technologies
[are] shaping the Millennial shopping
experience” and that “they are
willing to spend money on things
5
they care about…”
Fromm & Garton, authors of Marketing to Millennials: Reach the Largest
and Most Influential Generation of Consumers Ever
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Augmented Reality Research
“Because they are digital natives, says
Jacqueline Anderson, Millennials
don’t necessarily delineate between
the on- and offline worlds. ‘It is their
view that these two worlds should
blend seamlessly.” 5
Fromm & Garton, authors of Marketing to Millennials: Reach the Largest
and Most Influential Generation of Consumers Ever
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Augmented Reality Research
“Technological change is remapping
the very circuitry of how millennials
think - that they now require rapid
interactivity and graphical interface...
In favor of inductive discovery, and are
equipped to multitask in a nonlinear,
11
networked fashion.”
Michael Serazio, author of Selling (Digital ) Millennials: The Social Construction
and Technological Bias of a Consumer Generation.
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Augmented reality Filters

using Spark AR
& Instagram
The augmented reality animations
will simplify the content related to
the articles contained within the
magazine to create a connection
for the viewer.
Other software investigated included
Artivive or Adobe Aero, but with
software limitations due to limited
animations and capabilities, I chose
Spark AR and Instagram as the final
platform for AR.
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Target Images in magazine
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Target Images in magazine
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Target Images in magazine
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Target Images in magazine
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Animation stills
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Animation stills
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Animation stills
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Animation stills
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Promotional Video

storyboard
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Promotional Video

Stills
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Conclusion
Mend Magazine and the contents can create better habits by allowing the
viewer to reanalyze and mend their personal actions in the future shaping new
habits in younger generations.
Working together as a community toward the same goal, to lessen climate
change will allow us to keep each other accountable throughout our daily habits
and create conscious choices and ultimately, change future habits. My greatest
challenge throughout the design process was creating a system so the viewer of
the magazine knows when augmented reality is being implemented.
The resulting system of silhouettes and Instagram augmented reality filters all
connect seamlessly with icons and page numbers to the correlated silhouette.
Overall, the outcome of my thesis is for the consumer to create more conscious
decisions after being informed and exploring the articles, graphics, and
participatory augmented reality within the magazine.
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